
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

 
 
Subject:   Food Technology                                                                                                          
     Time: 1hr 
 
Learning Objective: Practical Task: To use the quiche base made last week to make a quiche. If you 
did not make the quiche base you will need to make one using 100g shortcrust pastry or buy a ready-
made one. 
Theory Task for those unable to cook: Simple first aid treatments and dangerous kitchen. 

1. Practical Task: 
You will need – 1 pastry case, 2 eggs, 1 tomato, 25g cheese, herbs, pepper, 
a little milk if needed. You may change the tomato for another vegetable 
such as onion, peas, sweetcorn, courgette or mushrooms. 

Get out the following equipment: Measuring jug, fork, sharp knife, chopping board, 
baking tray.  
Prepare yourself for cooking: apron on, long hair tied, hands washed, clean workspace. 
              

1. Put the oven on to 180 C or Gas no 5. 
2. Put a piece of greaseproof paper on the base of the pastry and fill with 

cooking dry rice or baking beans. 
3. Blind bake (with no filling) for about 10mins, then remove and throw away 

the paper. You no longer need the rice or baking beans but they can be 
stored once cooled. 

4. Meanwhile slice tomato. (If using onion this must be chopped and if using 
courgette or mushrooms these must be sliced thinly. 

5. Grate the cheese. 
6. In a measuring jug break the 2 eggs and beat them well with a fork.  
7. Add the milk, herbs & pepper and beat it again. 
8. Put the tomato (or other vegetables) in the base of the pastry case, pour the 

egg mixture over and sprinkle the grated cheese on the top.  
9. Carefully put the quiche in the oven to cook for about 20 mins, until golden 

brown and risen. 

 
 
 

Take a picture of your empty flan case and your finished Jam Tarts. 

If you are unable to cook complete the task below. 



2. Theory Task: 

Simple First Aid Treatments 

Look at the pictures below and explain what the problem might be, how it 

may have been caused and what first aid treatment would be needed: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

Look at the picture above and explain the dangers you can see 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: nholmes@glebe.bromley.sch.uk  
Thank you 
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